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Recommendations for examining and interpreting funnel plot asymmetry in meta-analyses of randomised controlled trials
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Funnel plots, and tests for funnel plot symmetry, have been widely used to examine bias in the results of meta-analyses. Funnel plot asymmetry should not be equated with publication bias, because it has a number of other possible causes. This article describes how to interpret funnel plot asymmetry, recommends appropriate tests, and explains the implications for choice of meta-analysis model.

The 1997 paper describing the test for funnel plot asymmetry proposed by Egger et al1 is one of the most cited articles in the history of BMJ.1 Despite the recommendations contained in this and subsequent papers,7,13 funnel plot asymmetry is often, wrongly, equated with publication or other reporting biases. The use and appropriate interpretation of funnel plots and tests for funnel plot asymmetry have been controversial because of questions about statistical validity,4 disputes over appropriate interpretation,3,4,6 and low power of the tests.2

This article recommends how to examine and interpret funnel plot asymmetry (also known as small study effects5) in meta-analyses of randomised controlled trials. The recommendations are based on a detailed MEDLINE review of literature published up to 2007 and discussions among methodologists, who extended and adapted guidance previously summarised in the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions.7

What is a funnel plot?
A funnel plot is a scatter plot of the effect estimates from individual studies against some measure of each study’s size or precision. The standard error of the effect estimate is often chosen as the measure of study size and plotted on the vertical axis6 with a reversed scale that places the larger, most powerful studies towards the top. The effect estimates from smaller studies should scatter more widely at the bottom, with the spread narrowing among larger studies.3 In the absence of bias and between study heterogeneity, the scatter will be due to sampling variation alone and the plot will resemble a symmetrical inverted funnel (fig 1). A triangle centre on a reversed funnel estimate and extending 1.96 standard errors either side will include about 95% of studies if no bias is present and the fixed effect assumption (that the true treatment effect is the same in each study) is valid. The appendix on bmj.com discusses choice of axis in funnel plots.

Implications of heterogeneity, reporting bias, and chance
Heterogeneity, reporting bias, and chance may all lead to asymmetry or other shapes in funnel plots (box). Funnel plot asymmetry may also be an artefact of the choice of statistics being plotted (see appendix). The presence of any shape in a funnel plot is contingent on the studies having a range of standard errors, since otherwise they would lie on a horizontal line.

SUMMARY POINTS
Inferences on the presence of bias or heterogeneity should consider different causes of funnel plot asymmetry and should not be based on visual inspection of funnel plots alone. They should be informed by contextual factors, including the plausibility of publication bias as an explanation for the asymmetry. Testing for funnel plot asymmetry should follow the recommendations detailed in this article. The fixed and random effects estimates of the intervention effect should be compared when funnel plot asymmetry exists in a meta-analysis with between study heterogeneity.

Fig 1 | Example of symmetrical funnel plot. The outer dashed lines indicate the triangular region within which 95% of studies are expected to lie in the absence of both biases and heterogeneity (fixed effect summary log odds ratio±1.96×standard error of summary log odds ratio). The solid vertical line corresponds to no intervention effect.
Reporting bias arises when the dissemination of research findings is influenced by the nature and direction of results. Statistically significant “positive” results are more likely to be published, published rapidly, published in English, published more than once, published in high impact journals, and cited by others.\textsuperscript{14, 15} Data that would lead to negative results may be filtered, manipulated, or presented in such a way that they become positive.\textsuperscript{14, 20}

Reporting biases can have three types of consequence for a meta-analysis:

- A systematic review may fail to locate an eligible study because all information about it is suppressed or hard to find (publication bias)
- A located study may not provide usable data for the outcome of interest because the study authors did not consider the result sufficiently interesting (selective outcome reporting)
- A located study may provide biased results for some outcome—for example, by presenting the result with the smallest P value or largest effect estimate after trying several analysis methods (selective analysis reporting).

These biases may cause funnel plot asymmetry if statistically significant results suggesting a beneficial effect are more likely to be published than non-significant results. Such asymmetry may be exaggerated if there is a further tendency for smaller studies to be more prone to selective suppression of results than larger studies. This is often assumed to be the case for randomised trials. For instance, it is probably more difficult to make a large study disappear without trace, while a small study can easily be lost in a file drawer.\textsuperscript{19} The same may apply to specific outcomes—for example, it is difficult not to report on mortality or myocardial infarction if these are outcomes of a large study.

Smaller studies have more sampling error in their effect estimates. Thus even though the risk of a false positive significant finding is the same, multiple analyses are more likely to yield a large effect estimate that may seem worth publishing. However, biases may not act this way in real life; funnel plots could be symmetrical even in the presence of publication bias or selective outcome reporting\textsuperscript{15, 22}—for example, if the published findings point to effects in different directions but unreported results indicate neither direction. Alternatively, bias may have affected few studies and therefore not cause glaring asymmetry.

Chance

The role of chance is critical for interpretation of funnel plots because most meta-analyses of randomised trials in healthcare contain few studies.\textsuperscript{2} Investigations of relations across studies in a meta-analysis are seriously prone to false positive findings when there is a small number of studies and heterogeneity across studies,\textsuperscript{23} and this may affect funnel plot symmetry.

\textbf{Interpreting funnel plot asymmetry}

Authors of systematic reviews should distinguish between possible reasons for funnel plot asymmetry (box 1). Knowledge of the intervention, and the circumstances in which it was implemented in different studies, can help identify causes of asymmetry in funnel plots, which

---

**Box 1 | Possible sources of asymmetry in funnel plots**

(adapted from Egger et al\textsuperscript{1})

\textbf{Reporting biases}

- Publication bias:
  - Delayed publication (also known as time lag or pipeline) bias
  - Location biases (e.g., language bias, citation bias, multiple publication bias)
- Selective analysis reporting
- Selective outcome reporting

\textbf{Poor methodological quality leading to spuriously inflated effects in smaller studies}

- Poor methodological design
- Inadequate analysis
- Fraud

\textbf{True heterogeneity}

- Size of effect differs according to study size (e.g., because of differences in the intensity of interventions or in underlying risk between studies of different sizes)

\textbf{Artefactual}

- In some circumstances, sampling variation can lead to an association between the intervention effect and its standard error

\textbf{Chance}

- Asymmetry may occur by chance, which motivates the use of asymmetry tests

\textbf{Heterogeneity}

Statistical heterogeneity refers to differences between study results beyond those attributable to chance. It may arise because of clinical differences between studies (for example, setting, types of participants, or implementation of the intervention) or methodological differences (such as extent of control over bias). A random effects model is often used to incorporate heterogeneity in meta-analyses. If the heterogeneity fits with the assumptions of this model, a funnel plot will be symmetrical but with additional horizontal scatter. If heterogeneity is large it may overwhelm the sampling error, so that the plot appears cylindrical.

Heterogeneity will lead to funnel plot asymmetry if it induces a correlation between study sizes and intervention effects.\textsuperscript{7} For example, substantial benefit may be seen only in high risk patients, and these may be preferentially included in early, small studies.\textsuperscript{10} Or the intervention may have been implemented less thoroughly in larger studies, resulting in smaller effect estimates compared with smaller studies.\textsuperscript{11}

Figure 2 (on bmj.com) shows funnel plot asymmetry arising from heterogeneity that is due entirely to there being three distinct subgroups of studies, each with a different intervention effect.\textsuperscript{12} The separate funnels for each subgroup are symmetrical. Unfortunately, in practice, important sources of heterogeneity are often unknown.

Differences in methodological quality may also cause heterogeneity and lead to funnel plot asymmetry. Smaller studies tend to be conducted and analysed with less methodological rigour than larger studies,\textsuperscript{13} and trials of lower quality also tend to show larger intervention effects.\textsuperscript{14, 15}

\textbf{Reporting bias}

Reporting biases arise when the dissemination of research findings is influenced by the nature and direction of results. Statistically significant “positive” results are more likely to be published, published rapidly, published in English, published more than once, published in high impact journals, and cited by others.\textsuperscript{14, 15} Data that would lead to negative results may be filtered, manipulated, or presented in such a way that they become positive.\textsuperscript{14, 20}

Reporting biases can have three types of consequence for a meta-analysis:

- A systematic review may fail to locate an eligible study because all information about it is suppressed or hard to find (publication bias)
- A located study may not provide usable data for the outcome of interest because the study authors did not consider the result sufficiently interesting (selective outcome reporting)
- A located study may provide biased results for some outcome—for example, by presenting the result with the smallest P value or largest effect estimate after trying several analysis methods (selective analysis reporting).

These biases may cause funnel plot asymmetry if statistically significant results suggesting a beneficial effect are more likely to be published than non-significant results. Such asymmetry may be exaggerated if there is a further tendency for smaller studies to be more prone to selective suppression of results than larger studies. This is often assumed to be the case for randomised trials. For instance, it is probably more difficult to make a large study disappear without trace, while a small study can easily be lost in a file drawer.\textsuperscript{19} The same may apply to specific outcomes—for example, it is difficult not to report on mortality or myocardial infarction if these are outcomes of a large study.

Smaller studies have more sampling error in their effect estimates. Thus even though the risk of a false positive significant finding is the same, multiple analyses are more likely to yield a large effect estimate that may seem worth publishing. However, biases may not act this way in real life; funnel plots could be symmetrical even in the presence of publication bias or selective outcome reporting\textsuperscript{15, 22}—for example, if the published findings point to effects in different directions but unreported results indicate neither direction. Alternatively, bias may have affected few studies and therefore not cause glaring asymmetry.

\textbf{Chance}

The role of chance is critical for interpretation of funnel plots because most meta-analyses of randomised trials in healthcare contain few studies.\textsuperscript{2} Investigations of relations across studies in a meta-analysis are seriously prone to false positive findings when there is a small number of studies and heterogeneity across studies,\textsuperscript{23} and this may affect funnel plot symmetry.

\textbf{Interpreting funnel plot asymmetry}

Authors of systematic reviews should distinguish between possible reasons for funnel plot asymmetry (box 1). Knowledge of the intervention, and the circumstances in which it was implemented in different studies, can help identify causes of asymmetry in funnel plots, which

---
asymmetry to be the underlying cause of publication bias is unlikely. Most of this area contains regions of high significance, making publication bias plausible. In the bottom diagram there is a suggestion of missing studies on the bottom left hand side of the plot. Since most of this area contains regions of high significance, publication bias is unlikely to be the underlying cause of asymmetry.

**Fig 3** Contour enhanced funnel plots. In the top diagram there is a suggestion of missing studies in the middle and right of the plot, broadly in the white area of non-significance, making publication bias plausible. In the bottom diagram there is a suggestion of missing studies on the bottom left hand side of the plot. Since most of this area contains regions of high significance, publication bias is unlikely to be the underlying cause of asymmetry.

**Box 2** Recommendations on testing for funnel plot asymmetry

**All types of outcome**
- As a rule of thumb, tests for funnel plot asymmetry should not be used when there are fewer than 10 studies in the meta-analysis because test power is usually too low to distinguish chance from real asymmetry. (The lower the power of a test, the higher the proportion of “statistically significant” results in which there is in reality no association between study size and intervention effects). In some situations—for example, when there is substantial heterogeneity—the minimum number of studies may be substantially more than 10.
- Test results should be interpreted in the context of visual inspection of funnel plots—for example, are there studies with markedly different intervention effect estimates or studies that are highly influential in the asymmetry test? Even if an asymmetry test is statistically significant, publication bias can probably be excluded if small studies tend to lead to lower estimates of benefit than larger studies or if there are no studies with significant results.
- When there is evidence of funnel plot asymmetry, publication bias is only one possible explanation (see box 1).
- As far as possible, testing strategy should be specified in advance: choice of test may depend on the degree of heterogeneity observed. Applying and reporting many tests is discouraged: if more than one test is used, all test results should be reported.
- Tests for funnel plot asymmetry should not be used if the standard errors of the intervention effect estimates are all similar (the studies are of similar sizes).

**Continuous outcomes with intervention effects measured as mean differences**
- The test proposed by Egger et al may be used to test for funnel plot asymmetry. There is no reason to prefer more recently proposed tests, although their relative advantages and disadvantages have not been formally examined. General considerations suggest that the power will be greater for continuous outcomes but that use of the test with substantially fewer than 10 studies would be unwise.

**Dichotomous outcomes with intervention effects measured as odds ratios**
- The tests proposed by Harbord et al and Peters et al avoid the mathematical association between the log odds ratio and its standard error when there is a substantial intervention effect while retaining power compared with alternative tests. However, false positive results may still occur if there is substantial between-study heterogeneity.
- If there is substantial between-study heterogeneity (the estimated heterogeneity variance of log odds ratios, \( \tau^2 \), is >0.1) only the arcsine test including random effects, proposed by Rücker et al, has been shown to work reasonably well. However, it is slightly conservative in the absence of heterogeneity and its interpretation is less familiar than for other tests because it is based on an arcsine transformation.
- When \( \tau^2 \) is <0.1, one of the tests proposed by Harbord et al, Peters et al, or Rücker et al can be used. Test performance generally deteriorates as \( \tau^2 \) increases.

**Statistical tests for funnel plot asymmetry**

A test for funnel plot asymmetry (sometimes referred to as a test for small study effects) examines whether the association between estimated intervention effects and a measure of study size is greater than might be expected to occur by chance. These tests typically have low power, so even when a test does not provide evidence of asymmetry, bias cannot be excluded. For outcomes measured on a continuous scale a test based on a weighted linear regression of the effect estimates on their standard errors is straightforward. When outcomes are dichotomous and intervention effects are expressed as odds ratios, this corresponds to an inverse variance weighted linear regression of the log odds ratio on its standard error. Unfortunately, there are statistical problems because the standard error of the log odds ratio is mathematically linked to the size of the odds ratio, even in the absence of small study effects. Many authors have therefore proposed alternative tests (see appendix on bmj.com).

Because it is impossible to know the precise mechanism(s) leading to funnel plot asymmetry, simulation studies (in which tests are evaluated on large numbers of computer generated datasets) are required to evaluate test characteristics. Most have examined a range of assumptions about the extent of reporting bias by selectively removing studies from simulated datasets. After reviewing the results of these studies, and based on theoretical considerations, we formulated recommendations on testing for funnel plot asymmetry (box 2). The appendix describes the proposed tests, explains the reasons that some were not recommended, and discusses funnel plots for intervention effects measured as risk ratios, risk differences, and standardised mean dif-
studies, were subsequently contradicted when the very large ISIS-4 study found no evidence of benefit. A contour enhanced funnel plot (fig 4) gives a clear visual impression of asymmetry, which is confirmed by small P values from the Harbord and Peters tests (P<0.001 and P=0.002 respectively).

Figure 5 shows that in a fixed effect analysis ISIS-4 receives 90% of the weight, and there is no evidence of a beneficial effect. However, there is clear evidence of between study heterogeneity (P<0.001, $I^2=68\%$), and in a random effects analysis the small studies dominate so that intervention appears beneficial. To interpret the accumulated evidence, it is necessary to make a judgment about the validity or relevance of the combined evidence from the smaller studies compared with that from ISIS-4. The contour enhanced funnel plot suggests that publication bias does not completely explain the asymmetry, since many of the beneficial effects reported from smaller studies were not significant. Plausible explanations for these results are that methodological flaws in the smaller studies, or changes in the standard of care (widespread adoption of treatments such as aspirin, heparin, and thrombolysis), led to apparent beneficial effects of magnesium. This belief was reinforced by the subsequent publication of the MAGIC trial, in which magnesium added to these treatments which also found no evidence of benefit on mortality (odds ratio 1.0, 95% confidence interval 0.8 to 1.1).

We recommend that when review authors are concerned about funnel plot asymmetry in a meta-analysis with evidence of between study heterogeneity, they should compare the fixed and random effects estimates of the intervention effect. If the random effects estimate is more beneficial, authors should consider whether it is plausible that the intervention is more effective in smaller studies. Formal investigations of heterogeneity of effects may reveal explanations for funnel plot asymmetry, in

**Funnel plots and meta-analysis models**

**Fixed and random effects models**

Funnel plots can help guide choice of meta-analysis method. Random effects meta-analyses weight studies relatively more equally than fixed effect analyses by incorporating the between study variance into the denominator of each weight. If effect estimates are related to standard errors (funnel plot asymmetry), the random effects estimate will be pulled more towards findings from smaller studies than the fixed effect estimate will be. Random effects models can thus have undesirable consequences and are not always conservative.

The trials of intravenous magnesium after myocardial infarction provide an extreme example of the differences between fixed and random effects analyses that can arise in the presence of funnel plot asymmetry. Beneficial effects on mortality, found in a meta-analysis of small
which case presentation of results should focus on these. If larger studies tend to be methodologically superior to smaller studies, or were conducted in circumstances more typical of the use of the intervention in practice, it may be appropriate to include only larger studies in the meta-analysis.

Extrapolation of a funnel plot regression line

An assumed relation between susceptibility to bias and study size can be exploited by extrapolating within a funnel plot. When funnel plot asymmetry is due to bias rather than substantive heterogeneity, it is usually assumed that results from larger studies are more reliable than those from smaller studies because they are less susceptible to methodological flaws or reporting biases. Extrapolating a regression line on a funnel plot to minimum bias (maximum sample size) produces a meta-analytical estimate that can be regarded as corrected for such biases. However, because it is difficult to distinguish between asymmetry due to bias and asymmetry due to heterogeneity or chance, the broad applicability of such approaches is uncertain. Further approaches to adjusting for publication bias are described and discussed in the appendix.

Discussion

Reporting biases are one of a number of possible explanations for the associations between study size and effect size that are displayed in asymmetric funnel plots. Examining and testing for funnel plot asymmetry, when appropriate, is an important means of addressing bias in meta-analyses, but the multiple causes of asymmetry and limited power of asymmetry tests mean that other ways to address reporting biases are also of importance. Searches of online trial registries can identify unpublished trials, although they do not currently guarantee access to trial protocols and results. When there are no registered but unpublished trials, and the outcome of interest is reported by all trials, restricting meta-analyses to registered trials should preclude publication bias. Recent comparisons of results of published trials with those submitted for regulatory approval have also provided clear evidence of reporting bias.

Methods for dealing with selective reporting

It is difficult to distinguish between bias in clinical trials due to statistical significance or direction of trial results. The key to detecting publication bias in the presence of between-study heterogeneity is the funnel plot. When there are no registered but unpublished trials, and the outcome of interest is reported by all trials, restricting meta-analyses to registered trials should preclude publication bias. Recent comparisons of results of published trials with those submitted for regulatory approval have also provided clear evidence of reporting bias.
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Diagnosis and management of juvenile idiopathic arthritis

We have been alerted to an error in drug dosage in this clinical review by Femke H M Prince and colleagues (BMJ 2010;341:c6434, print publication 8 January 2011, pp 95-102). In table 2 the leflunomide dose for children weighing 20-40 kg is quoted as 200 mg orally for two days and then 10 mg a day. The loading dose given is double what it should be. For this weight band the leflunomide dose is 100 mg orally for two days and then 10 mg a day.

Management of nausea and vomiting in pregnancy

This clinical review by Sheba Jarvis and Catherine Nelson-Piercy wrongly refers to “dopamine agonists” in two places (BMJ 2011;342:d3606, print publication 25 June, pp 1407-12). In the summary points box and the “Antiemetics” section, the authors should have said “dopamine antagonists.”

Is there evidence that competition in healthcare is a good thing? No.

We’re unhappy with the wording of the original correction that we published for this head to head debate. The following version is more informative:

In his head to head article (BMJ 2011;342:d4205, print publication 9 July, pp 72-3). Nicholas Mays describes a study by Cooper et al as showing that a one standard deviation increase in the measures of competition was generally associated with only a 0.2-0.3% greater reduction in acute myocardial infarction death rates than might otherwise have been expected. In fact, Cooper et al’s findings imply that a one standard deviation increase in competition led to an absolute reduction of 0.9% in acute myocardial infarction mortality over three years, from a baseline of 13.8% in 2006.

Screening tests: indices of performance

Mistyping led to a mistake in the final option (d) of this Endgames statistical question by Philip Sedgwick (BMJ 2011;342:d3763, print publication 25 June, p1627). It currently reads (294/(134+2))=100%=99.3%, but it should read (294/(294+2))=100%=99.9%.

Commentary: Skilled forensic capacity needed to investigate allegations of research misconduct

We got the second author’s job title wrong in this commentary by Iain Chalmers and Andy Haines (BMJ 2011;342:d3977, print publication 2 July, p 26). Haines is professor of public health and primary care [not dean emeritus] at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine.

US doctors are unwilling to pay more to abolish industry funded education

The eighth paragraph of this news article by Bob Roehr stated that “most doctors (83%) believed that industry support should be eliminated from CME [continuing medical education]” (BMJ 2011;342:d2948, print publication 14 May, p 1050). This is wrong. In fact, the study from which he was citing found that only 17% of doctors believed this.

Time for optimism

The authors of this letter, Tom A Yates and Tom Parks, alerted us to an error in their opening paragraph (BMJ 2011;342:d3351, print publication 4 June, pp 1225-6). They had quoted some data from the news article to which they were responding (BMJ 2011;342:d2948). The data in the news article were wrong and a correction has been published (BMJ 2011;342:d3888). The second sentence of the letter by Yates and Parks states that 83% of US doctors believed that industry funding should be eliminated from accredited continuing medical education activities. In fact, the correct percentage is 17%. See the authors’ rapid response for more detail (www.bmj.com/content/342/bmj.d3351.full/reply#bmj_el_261579).